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Ben must prove he is good enough to date cop James' sister. By doing this he goes on a "Ride Along"
to show that he is not weak and he will do whatever it takes to get James' approval but along the
way runs into a few obstacles that he has to overcome in a very funny way. Security guard Ben must
prove himself to his girlfriend's brother, top police officer James. He rides along James on a 24-hour
patrol of Atlanta. This is a movie that I was not particularly excited to see. I did not hear much about
it at all. All I knew about it is that it is a buddy-cop movie, that follows a very generic structure, which
turns into a very predictable movie.

Kevin Hart plays a rookie police academic who, in order to prove his worthiness to his girlfriends
brother, played by Ice Cube, has to go on a ride along.

That's the basic plot of the movie, and it is one which is not anything new. That's the thing about this
movie, it is something that most of us have seen before, and honestly, it wasn't even very funny. I
found it mildly amusing though, mostly due to the chemistry between Hart and Ice Cube, which was
good enough to keep me entertained. Laurence Fishburne also plays quite well in this film.

The jokes were not terrible, they just weren't very funny, I did laugh at one or two moments, but that
was it.

Overall it was OK. It wasn't great or terrible, but just OK. If you're ever bored with nothing to do and
feel like watching a buddy cop movie, by all means, watch it, but don't expect anything great. as far
as simple comedy's go I have ride along an 8. it was full of laughs, the cast was great and it even
trough in a bit of a twist.

now I'm not saying you won't see the twist coming but comedy's IMO aren't for that anyway. but just
the face that it was there was great.

This is probably Kevin Harts best script to date and it matched his comedy routine very well. as for
ice cube he did a great job for who he is but I do feel that Dwayne 'the rock' Johnson would have
been a better cast as he's much bigger and more intimidating then ice cube.

all and all though its worth the watch. just go into it with an open mind and remember that it is a
comedy. don't compare it with like Shawshank or Braveheart or something like that.

8/10 Many Jerry Lewis staples, including bratty children and imposing tough guys, are present and
accounted for; at one point, Hart even childishly leaps into Ice Cube’s arms, Lewis-style. a5c7b9f00b 
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